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Abstract
In this paper, we use an original ray-tracing domain decomposition method to address
image rendering of naturally lighted scenes. This new method allows to particularly
analyze rendering problems on parallel architectures, in the case of interactions be-
tween light-rays and glass material. Numerical experiments, for medieval glass ren-
dering within the church of the Royaumont abbey, illustrate the performance of the
proposed ray-tracing domain decomposition method (DDM) on multi-cores and multi-
processors architectures. On one hand, applying domain decomposition techniques
increases speedups obtained by parallelizing the computation. On the other hand, for
a fixed number of parallel processes, we notice that speedups increase as the number
of sub-domains do.
Keywords: Domain decomposition; image computing; physically-based rendering; op-
tical constants; cultural heritage
1 Introduction
This work is about a study of ancient stained glass windows as they might be used in
the Cistercian art in France in the middle of the XIIIth century. Using a model of the
abbey church of Royaumont, optical simulations are done with Virtuelium, a physically-
based rendering open source software developed at Ecole Centrale Paris (France). More
specifically, our interest is to produce consistent visualization based on some hypotheses
about the visual appearance of Cistercian stained glass windows as they could have been
seen in the church around 1250 AD. We use several samples of medieval glasses for this study,
many of them coming from the abbey of Maubuisson, which is very close to Royaumont in
terms of geographic location and time. As well, the methodology required more recent
glasses, although manufactured in a very traditional way, like the complete set of Saint-Just
glasses (Saint-Gobain group) we also used.
Interactions between natural lighting and medieval glass materials are hard to render
in their whole complexity because of their heterogeneity in terms of optical behavior. For
instance, measurements on glass tiles revealed a non uniform thickness and the presence of
micro particles of air inside the tiles. That is responsible of an irregular volume scattering of
light. Traditional physically-based rendering engines [40, 21, 43] use extrinsic properties of
materials, such as spectral reflectances and transmittances. These approaches are not com-
plete enough to efficiently address our problem. An originality of the Virtuelium approach
consists in coupling both extrinsic and intrinsic properties (optical constants).
The specific methodology of acquisition on glass samples is thus described in the first sec-
tion. Section 2 presents some rendering algorithms including those used in Virtuelium, then
we give details about how these algorithms are computed in parallel. Finally, a presentation
of resulted images and speedups will close our demonstration.
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2 Data acquisition
Extrinsic and intrinsic properties of glass materials can be measured with two distinct meth-
ods. Spectrophotometry [2] is commonly used to acquire spectral responses in reflection or
transmission. This approach mainly consists in lighting the surface to be measured with
known spectral (the emission spectrum) and geometrical (the incident angle) conditions. By
analyzing the energetic quantities measured along a wavelength range, we can deduce the
spectral functions for reflectance or transmittance. Then, the material is fully characterized
in one point of its surface by repeated single measurements for regular sampling of both
incident and view angles. In the case of glass materials, the obtained function is called Bidi-
rectional Transmittance Distribution Function (BTDF) and it belongs to a larger family of
spectral distribution functions.
Another method based on spectroscopic ellipsometry can be used to determine a BTDF.
This second method offers a way to measure the complex index of refraction
n˜(λ) = n(λ) + ik(λ) = n(λ)(1 + iκ(λ)) (1)
which is called "optical constants" [39, 5]. The quantities n(λ) denotes the optical index,
k(λ) stands for the index of absorption and λ represents the wavelength. At the opposite
of extrinsic properties, optical constants really define the electronic behavior of dielectric
materials, and not just a spectral response. Besides, they are often used to simulate the
visual appearance of metallic surfaces [3, 48, 15] as these materials fully satisfy the Fresnel
conditions (non-scattering and homogeneous). But that is not true for glass materials and
particularly medieval glass materials.
In order to deal with the heterogeneity of medieval glass materials, input data are mea-
sured from a piece of a height-hundred-years-old stained glass window coming from the
Maubuisson abbey. On another hand, a library of modern samples (from Saint Just Cor-
poration) with correct Fresnel conditions are also used. Then, by respecting a rigorous
colorimetric protocol, we select appropriate modern glass materials which are visually close
to the ancient one. More details can be found in [7].
3 Rendering algorithms
To simplify next discussions, we will only consider equations for the Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF). The reasoning for the BTDF is the same except that we do
not only consider a dome for incident lights but the entire sphere since the studied surface is
non-opaque. The global rendering equation is deduced from the Radiative Transfer Equation
(RTE) and described by Kajiya [18] as follow:
Lr( ~ωo) =
∫
Ω
Fr( ~ωi, ~ωo)Li( ~ωi)~n. ~widωi (2)
where Ω is the dome of incident lights. Literally, a radiative balance is calculated. The
remitted light Lr in a direction ~ωo depends on every incident light Li emitted by the dome.
It is then sufficient to know the BRDF, Fr, for computing the remitted light from a given
incident light. In an applicative way, the equation (2) can be simplified as follow if we
consider only point or directional light-sources:
Lr( ~ωo) =
N∑
s1
Fr( ~ωs, ~ωo)Ls( ~ωs)~n. ~ws (3)
where N is the number of light-sources, Ls, the emission spectrum of the current light-source
s and ~ωs the incident direction.
At the scope of a whole 3D scene, image rendering engines observe two major kinds of
interaction between lights and geometric objects. We talk about local illumination when the
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only lights hitting an object are those directly coming from the light sources without any
other interaction. At the opposite, the mutual contributions of all the objects present in the
3D scene is then responsible of global illumination. As a result, rendering algorithms can
be sorted between those which compute global illumination and those which ignore it. For
now, Virtuelium provides one algorithm of each kind: the "Scanline rendering" technique
for local illumination and the "Photon Mapping" for global illumination.
3.1 Without global illumination
The "Scanline rendering" [49] is based on the idea of inverse ray tracing algorithm [1].
Indeed it is easier not to traverse light paths in the logic direction, but from the camera to
light-sources. As the image to be computed can be viewed as a matrix of pixels, a light-ray
is emitted from each pixel, orthogonally to the image plane. Once emitted, each light-
ray evolves independently. When a ray intersects with the closest object on his road, two
actions can be executed. In a first time, we have to evaluate the received luminance at the
given viewed direction. In order to achieve this goal, new rays are shot from the hit point
to each light-source, thus determining all the needed incident directions. Then, secondary
rays are thrown regarding to reflection and/or refraction laws and the process is repeated.
The algorithm stops when the energetic value attached to the ray goes bellow a threshold
or after the ray has bounced a predetermined number of times. Additional information
retrieved from a hit point also allows more complex computations. By example, this can be
texture coordinates for spatial distribution maps.
The complexity of ray tracers are mostly contained in the complexity of intersectors.
That is why the main difference between algorithms of this family resides in the way poly-
gons of objects are sorted. Sort in "Scanline rendering" is achieved by projecting every
polygons onto the image plane. Then, the image is computed line by line, from top to
bottom, determining the color of each pixel by considering the closest polygons around.
Other very common algorithm also exists (see the "Z-buffer technique [6] which is nowadays
implemented by default on graphic cards). The main advantage of the "Scanline rendering"
is that each pixel is only evaluated once. In return, the memory cost is high because all the
polygons of the scene must be loaded at the same time, leading to bad performances for
scenes with complex geometries.
3.2 With global illumination
Including global illumination (GI) in image rendering processes is a major progress in the
quest of photo-realism, but great differences exist between GI techniques. For example,
"Radiosity" methods [47, 44] transform the phenomenon of global illumination into a system
of linear equations, with different ways of resolutions: direct resolution [4] (very effective
but with a high complexity) or iterative algorithms [9]. In another direction, the use of the
stochastic algorithm of "Monte-Carlo" [20] is sometimes used despite its slower convergence.
"Path Tracing" methods [38] launch random rays from pixels of the image plane until one
hits an object. It can be bi-directional (shots rays from camera and sources simultaneously).
"Metropolis Light Transport" algorithm (MTL) [14] optimizes "Path Tracing" by replacing
the random shooting with heuristics. Modern versions of theses algorithms are progressive.
This means they are not limited by a maximum number of bounces but instead continue to
converge while the user allows it (or until a quality condition is reached).
The version of "Photon Mapping" algorithm implemented in Virtuelium is not progres-
sive yet but is simpler to implement. It was first defined by Jensen in 1996 and is improved
since this date [16, 17]. It decomposes the rendering process into two steps which are exe-
cuted sequentially. In the pre-rendering step, the position of photons (light-rays launched
from light-source) hitting objects are stored in several appropriate structures (photon maps).
At least two photon maps are needed, one for the global illumination itself and one for caus-
tics. During the next step, four different contributions are evaluated based on the fact that
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Lr( ~ωo) can be decomposed into a sum of different integrals. First, the direct and specular
contributions are computed the same way than in "Scanline Rendering". Then, the caus-
tic and indirect diffuse contributions are deduced from the two photon maps. Most recent
versions of Photon Mapping are nevertheless progressive [14, 13].
4 Standard parallelization
The most common way of parallelizing an image rendering algorithm consists in decomposing
the image grid. Indeed, as each pixel can always be treated separately without any inter-
action, it is simple to distribute the computations of several of them over multiple CPUs
for a full asynchronous execution. However, some area of the image are probably longer
to be rendered than others because of the heterogeneous spacing of objects, materials and
lights-sources in the scene. Thus, the first optimization to bring is a dynamic job-balancing
mechanism allowing faster threads to work more and ensuring there is no inactivity period
for any of them. Something similar can be applied to the global illumination pre-rendering
step, replacing the image grid by the list of light-sources. Besides, because many photons
are shot in several directions from the sources, rays can also be distributed dynamically in
order to maintain a constant activity on every threads.
The main problem with this fully distributed solution is linked to the fact that the whole
scene geometry must be known by each computational node. Predetermining the whole light
path of a ray is obviously nearly impossible. Furthermore, each polygons in the scene can be
hit several times by different rays. For these reasons, every polygon has to be copied onto
the memory of each thread, what is not optimal. Hybrid computing (distributed + shared
memory) can be used to assure that only a single copy exists on a computational node (and
not one per thread), but the problem remains on multiple-node architectures. We know that
copying modern complex scenes with several millions of polygons can become a limitation
factor, depending on the network bandwidth.
When dealing with full spectral rendering engines like Virtuelium, another idea which is
simple to implement consists in decomposing the spectral data themselves. Whereas RGB
or RGBA values have only 3 or 4 components, size spectral values used in Virtuelium are
often fixed to an array of 81 scalar values encapsulating the visible part of the wavelength
range (380 to 780 nm with sampling step of 5 nm). But previous rendering techniques always
consider wavelength separately. That is why it is possible to cut the spectral array by group
of n sub-values (for instance, n can be equal to 3 of 4 to return to something very close to
the RGB world). Only fluorescent phenomena bring interactions between wavelengths but
this problem is solved if we gather wavelengths craftily to take into account this physical
law. Nevertheless, the same problems remains and the scene geometry always has to be
copied on every computational node.
The solution we proposed is thus to apply the ray-tracing domain decomposition method
introduces in [27].
5 Domain Decomposition Method
By splitting a global domain into several small sub-domains, domain decomposition meth-
ods [45], [41], [46], [19] allow to load input data and gather results in a parallel way, as
each sub-domain can be associated to a unique processor. This splitting can be done only
once for multiple execution of the processing algorithm. That is an important advantage
particularly when considering very large models besides the fact that in such case, problems
of memory allocation are avoided if the sub-domains are small enough.
A basic approach consists in simply splitting the set of pixels into multiple sets, one per
sub-domain. In each sub-domain the light rays are shot in the whole geometry. A great part
of the work is duplicated, especially the intersections detection and the loading/preprocessing
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of the model. Since there is absolutely no communication between the processes, this is a
good candidate for largely distributed systems.
However, this method raises some load balancing issues since the processing time of each
sub-domain can vary a lot. Thus there is another idea consisting in loading sub-domains
on demand but it requires to compute a hierarchical acceleration structure in order to only
load the first levels at the start. During the traversal of this hierarchical structure the data
corresponding to a node are loaded when the node is reached. If it is an interior node,
these data are the child nodes information, if it is a leaf, the data is the corresponding mesh
and materials data. This system is pretty complicated to implement and needs a specific
pre-computed data structure and it would be necessary to cover the latency of the node
loading. Such a method is useful in a context where light rays launched by a process don’t
spread out of a specific bounded part of the model. Otherwise the process would tend to
load the complete geometry.
The method described in [27] takes more advantage of some efficient domain decomposi-
tion techniques [31], [23], [32]. Besides the splitting of the global geometry itself, information
along interfaces is shared between computational units which are processing neighboring sub-
domains. A continuous approach [10], [12], [8], [11], [26], [24], [22] can be used to design
efficient interface conditions. Similarly a discrete approach [33], [42], [37], [34], [36] can be
used, which may increase significantly the performance of the algorithm. The link between
the continuous and discrete interface condition can be established like in [35].
In this work, we split the geometry of the model into multiple sub-domains and base our
method on the domain decomposition method [25], [29], [30] where the interface conditions
assure the continuity of the light ray properties (such as direction, amplitude, angle, etc.)
from one sub-domain to another one, as detailed in [27]. We only analyze the rays passing
through interfaces between sub-domains. From a processor point of view, one could replace
all neighboring sub-domains model by a simplified version in order to be more efficient.
Yet, unlike classical domain decomposition methods, a computational unit does not
process only one sub-domain. Our concern here is related to the load balancing which could
be very bad, for instance if there were only one light-source. In such case, most of the
workload would be held by the unit processing the sub-domain containing the light-source.
This is why we use a less static load-balancing scheme. From a processor point of view, the
idea is to start by loading a certain number of sub-domains according to memory limitation.
When it remains few light rays to be handled in a sub-domain, this sub-domain is unloaded
if there is still other currently not handled sub-domains with a lot of rays not processed.
Then the processor starts loading one or more of these sub-domains while handling another
sub-domain already available in the memory. Unloading sub-domains allows doing most of
the results gathering during the processing of other rays. This overlapping gathering and
processing is efficient since gathering mainly uses the communication system. One could
find a more complete description of an efficient implementation in [27].
6 Results and discussions
An image rendered with Virtuelium is presented in figure 1. Although it is not fully viewable,
the whole church model has been rendered using our new parallelization method. The
model we used for representing stained glass windows is quite particular. Indeed, instead
of directly applying a texture, we used a distribution map of optical constants. According
to medieval Cistercian art, nearly clear glass materials were used rather than highly colored
tiles. Nevertheless, with our distribution map, we can create diversity between tiles, what
is particularly visible on the right windows (where reflections of architecture and other
windows are visible). The yellow edgings are also created only with the map. Distribution
maps can also be used to distribute other information along the object geometry. This is the
case here for glass thicknesses. Only refractive properties of glass materials are simulated
for now. One of our future objectives is to develop the material model in order to extend
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16 32 64 128
threads threads threads threads
1 sub-domain 10.6 16.7 25.4 20.2
2 sub-domains 11.9 22.1 34.3 45.4
4 sub-domains 10.4 22.3 35.1 50.7
8 sub-domains 11.2 24.2 39.8 66.9
Table 1: Speedup of the Virtuelium DDM program (Ethernet) with respect to the number
of threads and sub-domains.
16 32 64 128
threads threads threads threads
1 sub-domain 14.5 22.8 27.4 21.0
4 sub-domains 14.6 26.6 46.1 49.2
8 sub-domains 14.7 26.4 47.9 75.9
Table 2: Speed-up of the acoustic DDM program (Ethernet) with respect to the number of
threads and sub-domains.
our simulations to a larger part of the physical phenomenon (by example, light scattering is
needed). Again, new distribution maps could be used to accurately represent the material
complexity.
Speedups of Virtuelium execution are shown in table 1. They are very closed to what we
obtained with the acoustic simulation software presented in table 2 [28]. Simulations were
run on a hybrid, both distributed and shared memory, computational platform consisting
of 4 nodes containing a quad core processor (a total of 16 cores). Each node were provided
with 8 Gigabytes RAM (Random Access Memory). As we were expecting, DDM techniques
significantly improved the performance of the parallelization. Although the speedups from
acoustic simulation are quite better, we can notice that in both cases, from 16 to 128 threads,
8 sub-domains decomposition allowed to multiply the speedup by nearly 6, while classical
parallelization only reach a factor less than 2. On another hand, for a fixed number of
threads, the speedup keeps increasing as the number of sub-domains do.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an original ray-tracing domain decomposition method for image
rendering with natural lighting. According to domain decomposition methods principle, light
rays characteristics have been matched as interface constraints between neighboring sub-
domains. We presented a test case on a model of the church of the Royaumont abbey where
Figure 1: Illustration of the image rendering in the church of Royaumont abbey (interior
view)
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we particularly deal with medieval glass material properties. It outlined the performance
and efficiency of our method, relatively to multi-core architectures.
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